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A B S T R A C T

Sometimes, to move forward, it is necessary to look back. Collagen type I is one of the most commonly used
biomaterials in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. There are a variety of collagen scaffolds and
biomedical products based on collagen have been made, and the development of new ones is still ongoing.
Materials, where collagen is in the fibrillar form, have some advantages: they have superior mechanical prop-
erties, higher degradation time and, what is most important, mimic the structure of the native extracellular
matrix. There are some standard protocols for the formation of collagen fibrils in vitro, but if we look more
carefully at those methods, we can see some controversies. For example, why is the formation of collagen gel
commonly carried out at 37 �C, when it was well investigated that the temperature higher than 35 �C results in a
formation of not well-ordered fibrils? Biomimetic collagen materials can be obtained both using culture medium
or neutralizing solution, but it requires a deep understanding of all of the crucial points. One of this point is
collagen extraction method, since not every method retains the ability of collagen to reconstitute native banded
fibrils. Collagen polymorphism is also often overlooked in spite of the appearance of different polymorphic forms
during fibril formation is possible, especially when collagen blends are utilized. In this review, we will not only
pay attention to these issues, but we will overview the most prominent works related to the formation of collagen
fibrils in vitro starting from the first approaches and moving to the up-to-date recipes.
1. Introduction

Fundamental aspects of the formation of collagen fibrils stirred the
minds of a great number of scientists throughout the 20th century.
Despite the fact that all the answers to the fundamental questions in this
field have not been received yet, the great efforts today are directed to
the development of collagen materials that allow solving applied prob-
lems in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.

Collagen type I is a crucial component of the extracellular matrix
(ECM). In most soft and hard connective tissues, collagen fibrils and their
networks comprise the majority of the ECM providing not only physical
supportsupport for cells but also defining cellular behaviors and tissue
function [1,2]. Cell adhesion, proliferation, migration and gene expres-
sion are strongly affected by the structure and properties of ECM. Me-
chanical properties and nanoscale topography are critical parameters in
the regulation of cell response. In collagen lattice, these parameters are
defined by the structure of the fibrils, which have rather complex
three-dimensional organization. But in a longitudinal direction, their
main structural characteristic is the existence of D-periodical banding.
This banding is an attribute of a very ordered structure, which settles
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both surface properties and nanomechanical characteristics.
D-periodical banding results in the regular organization of collagen-

binding sites on the fibril surface. There are three main collagen recep-
tor families: collagen-binding integrins, discoidin domain receptors
(DDR) and collagen-binding immune receptors [3–7]. Collagen binding
integrins are heterodimers which include four different α subunits (α1,
α2, α10 and α11) bound to a common β1 subunit: α1β1, α2β1, α10β1, and
α11β1. The major functional motif recognized by these integrins is
GFOGER, the other motifs with a GxOGER sequence, where x ¼ hydro-
phobic residue, include GROGER, GLOGER, GMOGER [3,8,9]. The dis-
coidin domain receptors DDR1 and DDR2 are two homologous of
tyrosine kinase receptors. Both of them bind the major fibrillar collagen
types I-III through sequences GVMGFO [10]. Collagen-binding immu-
ne-related receptors such as leukocyte-associated immunoglobulin-like
receptor-1 (LAIR-1) and platelet glycoprotein VI (GPIV) bind GPO-rich
tracts, when osteoclast-associated receptors (OSCAR) binds a defined
consensus recognition sequence GxOGPxGFx [11,12]. Thanks to D-peri-
odical banding mentioned collagen-recognition motifs are present on
collagen fibril surfaces in a regular manner. Even though there is not
enough data establishing the relationship of such regularity with cell
022
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functioning, there are some works where the ability of D-periodicity to
direct cells behaviour is shown. Poole et al. observed a strong correlation
of cell elongation and motion directionality with the orientation of
D-periodic collagen microfibrils, whereas neither directed motility nor
cell body alignment, was observed on aligned collagen lacking D-peri-
odicity [13].

Nanoscale mechanics of the fibrils is also related to D-periodicity.
Experiments on the osteogenesis imperfecta mouse model demonstrated
that indentation-type nanomechanical properties of tendon microfibrils
correlate with the value of D-periodical banding [14,15].

Thus, to design biomimetic materials for tissue engineering and
regenerative medicine aiming to supportsupport physiological cell
functioning, remodeling of native ECM with its fine structure and
nanotopography including D-periodicity is essential.

A unique property of collagen is the ability to self-assembly in vitro at
optimal conditions into native banded fibrils. There are a certain number
of protocols that allow creating optimal conditions to initiate self-
assembly. They differ in chemical composition and physical parame-
ters, the kinetics of the process is also different. However, there is one
notable controversy that can be easily seen from a comparison of pro-
tocols suggested before and after “the age of tissue engineering” (here
and further this term is used to refer to the periodwhen tissue equivalents
began to be actively developed). When formation of collagen fibril in vitro
was used to investigate the nature of fibrillization, some protocols were
developed to obtain native banded fibrils. In those protocols were a
notification that the temperature over 35 �C results in the formation of
poorly banded and not well-ordered fibrils [16,17]. Nowadays, the most
popular protocols for the formation of fibrillar collagen materials even
without cells carried out fibrillization at a temperature of 37 �C. To un-
derstand the reasons for this controversy and probably to address it, we
will consider the most prominent protocols in more detail.

Here we will discuss some important points for the development of
fibrillar collagen materials, including collagen extraction methods since
not every method retains the ability of collagen to self-assembly. Another
point is collagen polymorphism which we have to keep in mind when we
use collagen blends with some other substances. But the main attention
in this article we will pay to the analysis of collagen fibril formation
methods trying to understand the reasons for utilization of certain
compositions and physical parameters. This review aims to give the re-
searchers more understanding and more freedom for the development of
new effective biomimetic materials.

2. Collagen structure

The main common characteristic of all collagens is a unique structural
element – the collagen triple helix, which is also termed a triple-helical
domain (COL) [4,7]. The triple-helical domain of collagen type I has a
semi-rigid rod-like structure of about 300 nm length and 1.5 nm width. It
is composed of three left-handed helical polypeptide α-chains comprising
around 1014–-1020 amino acids. Two of them are identical - α1-chains
and another distinct - α2-chain [7,18]. Each α-chain adopts a specific
left-handed helical conformation called polyproline II (PPII), which is a
secondary structure class comparable with the α-helix and β-structure
[19]. Three collagen α-chains (α1, α1, α2) wrap each other with
one-residue stagger forming a right-handed triple helix.

Repeating amino acid motif -(Gly-Xaa-Yaa)- is one of the most
essential features of collagen α-chains, where Proline (Pro,P) is the most
common residue in the Xaa position, and its derivative 4(R)-hydroxypro-
line (4Hyp,O) is the most common residue in the Yaa position. The
presence of Glycine (Gly,G) in every third position is a crucial point for
the formation of collagen triple helix. Triple helix places every third
residue on each chain close to the common helical axis and is only
stereochemically possible if the smallest amino acid (glycine) occupies
this position. Both Pro and 4Hyp residues stabilize the collagen triple
helix through stereochemical restrictions imposed by their imino acid
rings [7].
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Another specific feature of the collagen triple helix is the distribution
of hydrogen bonds. Collagen α-chains do not bear direct intramolecular
hydrogen bonds between the main-chain amide and the carbonyl groups
like it occurs in coiled-coil chains of other polypeptides like keratin [20].
Instead, all the hydrogen bonds are formed only between the different
polypeptide chains. There are different types of inter-strand hydrogen
bonds. One of them is direct hydrogen bonds between carbonyl and
amino groups of neighboring chains (Xaa)C ¼ O⋅⋅⋅H – N(Gly), another is
water-bridged hydrogen bonds (Gly)C––¼O⋅⋅⋅(H2O)⋅⋅⋅H––N(Xaa). First set
of hydrogen bonds occurs once per every Gly-Xaa-Yaa triplet; the second
set is only possible when Xaa is not an imino acid. N–-H groups play a key
role in the formation of a network of interstrand hydrogen bonds that
stabilize both helical and fibrillar structures. Another type of hydrogen
bonds (Gly/Yaa)Cα –H⋅⋅⋅O¼ C(Xaa/Gly), which is weaker than direct bonding
with N–-H groups, but which is rather abundant, also make a significant
contribution to the stabilization of collagen structure [4,7,21,22].

Intrastrand stabilization of the triple helix is provided by n→π* in-
teractions: the oxygen of a peptide bond donates electron density from its
lone pairs into the antibonding orbital of the carbonyl in the subsequent
peptide bond of the same chain [1,22,23].

The triple-helical domain except for the helical region has two non-
helical ends called telopeptides. Telopeptides are composed of around
20 amino acid residues without repeating -(Gly-X-Y)-motif [24]. In native
tissues, they actively participate in the fibril formation process providing
structural integrity. Outside the cell, lysine and hydroxylysine residues in
the N- and C-telopeptides can be converted to aldehydes by lysyl oxidases
and then undergo a series of reactions to form covalent intra- and
intermolecular cross-links [22,25–30]. Reconstitution of native fibrils in
vitro from atelocollagen, collagen lacking the telopeptides, is possible,
however, initiation of the fibrillization is delayed and the fibrillar net has
a looser structure [22,31]. In some cases, the formation of fibrils with
changed morphology from atelocollagen is occurring.

Collagen fibril formation in vivo and in vitro are not equivalent pro-
cesses. In vivo, this process is much more complex and up to now, it is a
field of investigation. There are two main streams of hypotheses about
how collagen molecules assemble into fibrils: (i) precipitation from a
solution of ‘bulk’ collagen by liquid crystalline ordering of molecules
[32] or (ii) ‘nucleation and propagation’ in which a finite number of
collagen molecules form a nucleus that then grows in length and diam-
eter to become the mature fibril [33]. They are not mutually exclusive
and it is possible that elements of both assembly mechanisms exist in vivo
[34,35].

In vivo, сells exert exquisite control over self-assembly of collagen
fibrils to generate highly organized collagen supramolecular structures.
Fibril formation, also, involves many other molecules such as different
types of collagens (fibrillar collagens type V, XI and fibril-associated
collagens type XII, XIV) and proteoglycans (e.g. decorin, lumican,
osteoglycin, keratocan, fibromodulin, biglycan) [24,34–36]. During
biosynthesis collagen acquires a number of specific posttranslational
modifications that are critical for its structure and biological functions.
These include hydroxylation of specific proline and lysine residues,
glycosylation of specific hydroxylysine residues, and finally formation of
covalent intra- and intermolecular cross-linking [29,37–40].

In vitro, fibril formation process is less complex. The major structural
element making self-assembly possible is the alternation of charged and
hydrophobic sidechains on the helix surface, which is determined by
amino acid sequences [41]. In vitro, the pathway of fibril formation is not
unique and depends on fibrilization conditions [17,36]. Self-assembly
into a highly ordered fibril is one of the most essential features of
collagen macromolecules, which enable us to obtain native structures in
vitro.

3. Collagen extraction methods

An important detail that we should pay attention to when designing
collagen materials is the method of collagen extraction. There are three



Fig. 2. Structure of collagen gels obtained from pepsinized (telopeptide-free)
and non-pepsinized (telopeptide-containing) mouse tail collagen. Concentration
of collagen in both gels is 1.7 mg/ml. Reproduced from Ref. [31] with a
permission of publisher.
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main methods: acidic, enzymatic and alkaline extraction, which got their
name depending on the method of solubilization or the method of pre-
treatment. All of them result in different structures of obtained collagens
(Fig. 1). Collagen can be solubilized both by the action of acid or en-
zymes, but more often enzymes are used for tissue pretreatment with
following acid solubilization. Acid can break collagen into monomers
only if tissue has low-level covalent crosslinks, like a rat or mouse tail
tendon [42]. The tissue, like skin, which is an attractive source for in-
dustrial production of collagen, is extensively cross-linked and the older
animals have a higher number of stable crosslinks [42,43]. Acid solubi-
lization of young animal hides yields 4–-6% of collagen (relative to wet
weight hide) [44], the yield from the tissue of mature animals is much
lower. Thus, to obtain collagen from extensively cross-linked tissues
enzymatic or alkaline pretreatment is needed.

Only acid solubilization allows to obtain collagen with the intact
molecular structure: with preserved telopeptides and NH2- side groups of
asparagine and glutamine amino acids. Acid collagen solution easily
undergoes self-assembly at optimal conditions with the appearance of
native banded fibrils. The formation of gel from this type of collagen is
possible even at a very low collagen concentration of 1–-2 mg/ml.

For enzymatic solubilization or pretreatment proteolytic enzymes,
such as pepsin, trypsin, chymotrypsin or papain can be used (non-dena-
turing conditions should be provided), but pepsin is preferred because it
is easy to separate from the solubilized collagen [45]. Depend on en-
zymes the specific sites of telopeptides are more or less cleaved [46,47].
Other parts of the molecule remain intact, thus, as a result of enzymatic
treatment, atelocollagen is obtained. Telopeptides play an important role
in the fibril formation process [28], so atelocollagen undergoes fibrilli-
zation in some different way: the initiation of the process is delayed in
comparison with the intact collagen, the fibrillar lattice has a lower
density of fibrils and larger diameters of pores (Fig. 2) [31]. Thus, gels
from enzyme-treated collagen have weaker mechanical properties in
comparison with gels obtained from acid-soluble collagen [46]. How-
ever, enzyme-treated collagen may have some advantages, because from
atelocollagen it is possible to obtain gels with a high collagen content
(e.g. 15–-20 mg/ml) by simply mixing of collagen with neutralizing so-
lution [45].

It is possible to reconstitute native banded fibrils from enzyme-
treated collagen [48], however, some authors reported that obtained
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the main differences in the molecular
structure of collagen extracted by different methods.
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fibrils are less well organized [49]. Some polymorphic forms, such as
obliquely banded fibrils, fibrous long spacing (FLS) and segment long
spacing (SLS) also can be obtained from enzyme-treated collagen
[50–52].

Alkaline treatment is widely used in the industrial production of
collagen because this method gives a high product yield. However, this
type of treatment leads to the deamidation of asparagine and glutamine
amino acids and cleavage of telopeptides [53,54] so alkali-treated
collagen losses the ability to form native banded fibrils in vitro. Just
some kind of fibrous structures can be observed at acidic pH for this type
of collagen [54]. Nevertheless, alkali-treated collagen maintains its
property as biological adherent molecules: cells adhere to substrata from
those collagens via collagen-binding integrins [54].

A comparison of different types of collagen is shown in Table 1 and
Fig. 1. Only acid-soluble and enzyme-treated collagens can form native
banded fibrils. Alkali-treated collagen losses the ability to self-assembly,
so the production of biomimetic collagen materials from this type of
collagen is restricted. Gelation of enzyme-treated collagen occurs at
much higher concentrations in comparison with acid-soluble collagen
solution, however, in some cases it can be considered as an advantage.

4. Collagen polymorphism

The phenomenon of aggregation of collagen fibrils with different
structures is called collagen polymorphism [55]. More often we deal with
the native type of collagen fibrils, and, in this article, we will focus on
them either. However, some other polymorphic forms exist both in vitro
and in vivo. During fabrication of fibrillar collagen scaffolds, especially
when we use different collagen blends or some new specific conditions,
we must account for collagen polymorphism. And even if we observe
gelling or an increase in the turbidity of the collagen solution, the
appearance of the native type of the fibrils has to be proven. Cells are
rather sensitive to the topography of the scaffolds, thus the fine structure
of the fibrils should be taken into account for correct interpretation of cell
behavior.
4.1. Native collagen fibrils

Collagen triple helices in native fibrils are related to each other by a
stagger, which results in the observation of the period on electron mi-
croscopy images (Fig. 3), (Fig. 4a). This period is referred to as D, which



Table 1
Fibril-forming properties of different types of collagen.

Acid-soluble Enzyme-treated Alkali-treated

Molecular
structure

intact telopeptides
cleaved

deamidized
asparagine and
glutamine amino
acids and
telopeptides
cleaved

Gelation Possible at low
concentration of
collagen

Possible at high
concentration of
collagen

at acidic pH with
the appearance of
non-banded
filaments

Ability to form
native
banded
fibrils

Yes Yes, but less well
organized

No

Adhesion of
cells to
substrata
from this
type of
collagen

Good Good Good

Advantages Ability to form
native banded well-
ordered collagen
fibrils at optimal
conditions
Ability to form
stable collagen gels
at very low
concentration of
collagen

Ability to form
collagen gels with
a high
concentration of
collagen
Obliquely banded
fibrils, FLS and SLS
can be obtained

Suitable for the
production of non-
fibrous collagen
materials (films,
sponge, etc.)
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is about 67 nm and includes 234 � 1 amino acid residues. However, in
different tissues, D- periodicity may differ, but more often it is ranging
from 60 to 70 nm [14]. The collagen triple helix has a length of about
300 nm referred to as 4.46D. During fibril formation, collagen molecules
on the adjacent levels are staggered by D. At the same time, the nearest
macromolecules lying on the same level (in a straight line) are displaced
axially relative to one another by 5D. Since the length of each molecule is
4.46D, the axial displacement, which is called “gap” or “hole”, is equal
5D – 4.46D ¼ 0.54D. Staggering of the molecules by D on the adjacent
levels gives rise to “overlap” region of 0.46D [22,26,56].
Fig. 3. Simplified representation of co
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The stagger of the collagen molecules is related to the sequence of the
side groups on the surface of the α-chains. As it was shown by Hulmes and
Miller [41], interactions between two neighboring chains are maximal
when amino acids of opposite charge and large hydrophobic amino acids
of two α-chains staggered by 0D, 1D, 2D, 3D, 4D. This structural feature
gives rise to the formation of not only native banded fibrils but different
well-ordered polymorphic forms.

Model explaining the longitudinal organization of collagen molecules
inside fibril was established by Hodge & Petruska in 1963 [56]. Their
two-dimensional model considered the structure of collagen microfibrils
as a stack of five triple-helical molecules are offset by D¼ 67 nm between
neighboring strands (Fig. 3). It took much more time to establish a
three-dimensional model of the collagen fibril. One of the first models of
lateral organization was proposed by Hulmes and Miller in 1979, where
they suggested quasi-hexagonal molecular packing in collagen fibrils
[57]. This model has required clarification of some important details,
which finally was made by Orgel and coworkers in 2001. The molecular
packing in this model results in the arrangement of collagenmonomers to
form supertwisted, right-handed microfibrils that interdigitate with
neighboring microfibrils. Also, it was noted that segments containing
telopeptides provide a corrugated arrangement of cross-linked molecules
that strengthen and stabilize the native fibrils [22,26,27].

To reconstitute collagen native fibrils, it is necessary to provide
optimal conditions. Now we will overview different polymorphic forms
of collagen fibrils and then return to the very careful description of the
methods enabling to obtain native fibrils in vitro.
4.2. Fibrous lLong sSpacing (FLS)

This type of fibril is characterized by large periodicity in the banding
pattern observed on the electron images (Fig. 4b), which for FLS fibrils
obtained in vitro varies from 100 to 260 nm; in vivo FLS with periodicity
100–-150 nm and 250 nm was found [58–60]. First FLS was observed in
citrate extracts of animals’ skin and rat tail tendons, which were dialysis
against water [61]. The next experiments showed that dialysis against the
water of highly purified collagen does not lead to the formation of FLS, so
the proposal of glycoproteins impact was made [62]. Then FLS was ob-
tained by precipitation of collagen in the presence of α1-acid glycopro-
tein [33,58,59,63], chondroitin sulphate [60] and heparin [50] followed
by dialysis of the resulting mixture. It is worth noting, the experiments
llagen fibril hierarchical structure.



Fig. 4. Collagen polymorphism. TEM images of different polymorphic forms of
reconstituted collagen fibrils: A) Native type (reprinted from Ref. [16]), B) FLS
(reproduced from Ref. [51] with a permission of publisher). C) SLS (reprinted
from Ref. [65] with a permission of publisher), D) DPS III and IV (reprinted from
Ref. [16]), E) Obliquely banded fibrils (reprinted from Ref. [52] with a
permission of publisher).
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where FLS was obtained in the presence of chondroitin sulphate and
heparin were performed with atelocollagen (collagen with enzymatically
removed telopeptides). It is proposed that telopeptides hinder the
interaction of glycosaminoglycans with some specific areas in collagen
fibrils.

For the formation of FLS in vitro α1-acid glycoprotein is more
commonly utilized. In early experiments with α1-acid glycoprotein, it
was suggested that glycoproteins are incorporated into FLS fibrils and its
content is almost equal to collagen content [63], but up to now the exact
role of the a1-acid glycoprotein in fibril formation and morphology of
FLS is still under discussion [59].

Four distinct forms of FLS fibers have been observed: FLS I, FLS II, FLS
III, FLS IV from transmission electron microscope analysis. All forms have
symmetrical banding patterns and thus involve antiparallel relationships
between molecules as well as axial stagger between them [64].

4.3. Segment lLong sSpacing (SLS)

SLS is collagen polymorphic forms represented mostly by short
crystallites (Fig. 4c). Depending on the morphology of the banding
pattern there are symmetric and asymmetric SLS crystallites with a
length equal to collagen triple helix (280–-300 nm) exist. The formation
of SLS crystallites can be induced in vitro under mildly acidic conditions
(pH ~3.0) by the addition of adenosine triphosphoric acid (ATP) [65] or
from mildly alkaline salt extracts of collagen by dialysis against citrate
buffer [33]. However, it is not only the way, Harries et al. reported that
the polysulphonated diazo dyes Direct red (Sirius red) and Evans blue can
also induce the formation of SLS-like aggregates of collagen, but under
markedly different ionic conditions to those employed in the presence of
ATP [65].

4.4. D-periodic symmetric (DPS)

DPS fibrils are characterized by the same size of the D-periodicity as
in native collagen fibrils (67 nm), but with symmetric banding pattern
(Fig. 4d). The banding pattern of DPS can be considered as a super-
position of two native type patterns arranged anti-parallel with a specific
stagger [64]. The same as for FLS there are four distinct DPS forms
observed from transmission electron microscope analysis, differing in the
fine structure of the pattern: DPS-I, DPS-II, DPS-III, DPS-IV.

DPS appears to be produced either by precipitation at low pH or after
enzyme treatment [55]. In one of the first experiments, DPS forms were
observed after precipitation of acid-soluble collagen at pH 4.5–-5.5 in the
presence of citrate-phosphate buffer or acetate buffer with sufficient
NaCl to bring ionic strength 0.23 [66]. Later, DPS-III and DPS-IV were
registered while precipitation at pH ¼ ¼6.5 and pH ¼ ¼8.5 in the
presence of phosphate and NaCl at a similar value of ionic strength [16].

4.5. Obliquely banded fibrils

In one of the first experiments, fibrils with oblique banding patterns
were reconstituted from collagen obtained from chick xiphoid cartilage
by neutral extraction [67]. These fibrils, which are also called tactoids,
had wide bands inclined at an angle of 61⁰�7⁰ to the longitudinal axis of
the fibril (Fig. 4e) [51]. The main repeating period D was similar to that
in the native banded fibrils equal 67-nm [52]. However, the structure of
these tactoids was represented by sub-fibrils staggered to each other with
a displacement of 9–-10 nm (D/7). The width of sub-fibrils could vary in
a considerable range from 4 to 40 nm, but the stagger displacement
stayed constant [55]. The oblique pattern was either right-, left-handed
or it occurs frequently in a V-shaped.

Further, similar fibrils were obtained from enzymatically treated rat
tail collagen [68], so it was proposed that the enzyme might affect the
interaction of tropocollagen molecules via telopeptides resulting in a
formation of oblique banding patterns.



Fig. 5. A typical turbidity curve showing an increase in optical density during
collagen fibrils formation (collagen concentration 0.18 mg/ml, temperature 34
��C [17,36]).
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Another type of collagen fibrils obtained from cartilage collagen is
tactoids with a sub-fibril displacement of 11–-12 nm (D/6). Doyle et al.
considered these tactoids as a special case of an oblique striated poly-
morphic form [55] when Bruns et al. suggested that these forms could
arise from DPS-III sub-fibrils displaced by D/3 to each other [52].

4.6. Fibrils with periodicity 22 nm (D/3)

Collagen fibrils with periodicity 22 nm (D/3) have been observed in
vivo in embryonic tissue and tissue culture [55,69,70]. In vitro, such kind
of fibrils was obtained by precipitation of collagen at a certain concen-
tration of NaCl [70]. In this experiment, the concentration of NaCl in the
range between 0.02 and 0.2 M led to the formation of fibrils with an axial
period of about 64 nm, when at the concentration of 0.35 M most of the
fibrils had a period of about 22 nm and at 0.5 M non-striated fibrils were
formed. However, some controversial data about NaCl concentration we
can see from data which was obtained by Harris et al. [71]. When
collagen was mixed with a solution of NaCl in a phosphate buffer (pH ¼
¼7), depending on NaCl concentration initial aggregates (0.01–-0.05 M
NaCl), disordered native banded fibrils (0.75 M NaCl) and
spindle-shaped fibrils with periodicity 67 nm (0.1–-0.5 M NaCl) were
formed [71]. Probably the presence of phosphate buffer, in this case,
contributed to the formation of native banded fibrils or the collagen in
the experiments of Gross [70] was obtained with the use of enzymes.

Doyle et al. [55] proposed that D/3 is a kind of DPS structures since
the distribution of the bulky terminal peptides has an approximate D/3
(22 nm) periodicity, so the formation of D/3 fibrils occurs due to hy-
drophobic interactions which are important for specifying DPS.

5. Formation of native collagen fibrils in vitro before the “age of
tissue engineering”

In 1942, Schmitt et al. [72] on the base of electron microscopic images
showed that, reconstituted collagen fibrils have the same banded struc-
ture characteristic as native ones. This research initiated intensive studies
on the fine structure of collagen and collagen fibrillogenesis, using as a
tool the reconstitution of collagen fibrils under various experimental
conditions [73]. During that period different procedures were used to
form native collagen fibrils, the most common were as follows [64]:

1) dialysis of collagen solution against 0.225 M sodium citrate (pH 3.7),
and then against tap water [74];

2) dialysis of collagen solution in 0.5M acetic acid at 4 �C against 0.02M
sodium phosphate (pH 7.4) with several changes (this procedure is
commonly used in the purification of collagen during extraction [75,
76];

3) dialysis of collagen solution in 0.5M acetic acid at 4 �C against 0.15M
NaCI for 24hr, at which time the outer dialysate was neutralized with
NaOH [51];

4) exposure of the acetic acid-collagen solution to ammonia vapor [73];
5) neutralization of acid collagen solution (commonly with NaOH) with

the following heating.

Dialysis methods are used rarely now for the formation of collagen
materials, however, there are some approaches to make heterostructural
scaffolds by dialysis of the solution having layers with different collagen
concentrations [77].

Exposure of acetic acid-collagen solution to ammonia vapor is an
effective method to obtain collagen fibrils. However, it is more often used
in special cases when it is needed to modify the material surface with the
thin layer of collagen fibrils [78], or when the solutions with a very high
concentration of collagen is utilized [79]. Therefore, ammonia vapors are
widely used for the formation of fibrillar collagen structures with a liquid
crystalline order. The liquid crystalline order occurs spontaneously in
highly concentrated acidic collagen solutions, which persists after sol/gel
transition triggered by pH increase. Incubation of acidic collagen solution
6

in ammonia vapors induces a raise in pHwithout diluting the sample. The
formation of collagen materials with a liquid crystalline order is not
discussed in detail in this article, but they deserve special attention
because they mimic collagen connective tissue organisations [80–83].

One of the most convenient methods to obtain collagenmaterials with
native collagen fibrils in vitro is neutralization with the following heating.
The reconstitution of native type collagen fibrils by heating was first
described by Gross, Highberger and Schmitt [84] and Jackson and Fessler
[85]. Soon it began obvious that there are a number of parameters that
may influence the fibrillar structure while precipitation of collagen by
heating: collagen concentration, amount and kind of salts, pH and tem-
perature [70].

Wood and Keech conducted extensive research on the effect of
experimental conditions, such as temperature, pH, ionic strength and
concentration of collagen on the rate of fibril formation, its width and
morphology [86]. They reported about the formation of native banded
fibrils at a variety of conditions, however, the main attention was paid to
the rate of fibril formation and fibrils width. The main tool which was
used to estimate the rate of fibril formation was the turbidimetric assay.
An increase in turbidity follows a sigmoid curve where three distinct
regions can be identified (Fig. 5): a lag phase where no detectable change
in turbidity; a growth phase where turbidity increases rapidly; and a
plateau phase where a non-significant increase in turbidity or its constant
value is observed. Gross&Kirk [87] in precipitation of neutral-salt solu-
tion and Wood&Keech [86] in precipitation of acid-soluble collagen
showed that depend on fibrillization parameters the character of the
turbidity curve significantly changes: the length of the lag phase, incline
and length of the growth phase is sensitive to pH, temperature, collagen
concentration, ionic strength and the presence of some other chemical
agents. Wood and Keech used more purified collagen free of mucopoly-
saccharides and for all experimental conditions, they reported a forma-
tion of native fibrils with different widths depending on the experimental
conditions. Also, they noted that the temperature accelerates fibril for-
mation both during the lag and growth phase, but the width of the fibrils
may change only if the temperature changes in the lag period. So, they
proposed that most of the fibrils are formed in the lag period in two steps:
the first step consists mainly of the formation of nuclei whereas the
second consists of the growth of these nuclei into fibrils [86].

Another notable work that was focused on the estimation of exact
parameters that allow reproducibly form native fibrils from intact soluble
collagen was made byWilliams, Gelman and Piez [16]. In this experiment,
acid-soluble rat tail tendon collagen at different concentrations was
mixed with a solvent where the concentration of sodium phosphate, NaCl
and buffer was varied. At the same time influence of different pH and



Fig. 6. Alternative assembly routes observed in the reconstitution of type I
collagen fibrils [17,36]. (A) Diagram to show three initiation routes to transfer
the collagen from a cold acid solution to a warm neutral solution. Routes 1 and 2
involve a warming step and a neutralization step. Route 3 is a combined single
step achieved by adding a warm buffer solution to the initial collagen solution.
(B) Turbidimetric curves to show a comparison in the kinetics of fibril formation
between the three routes. Both figures reprinted from Ref. [36] with a
permission of publisher.
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fibrillization temperature was investigated by careful analysis of trans-
mission electron microscopic images and turbidimetric parameters. In
the detailed images, it was shown that non-optimal conditions may lead
to the formation of not only various polymorphic forms but also the
formation of native banded but loosely packed and poorly aligned fibrils.
Finally, they suggested the following optimal conditions. When collagen
solution is mixed with the solvent the final concentration of salts should
be: 30 mM sodium phosphate, 30 mM TES (N-[tris(hydroxymethyl)
methyl-2-amino]ethanesulfonic acid), and 135 mM NaCl to give an ionic
strength of 0.225. The optimal pH of the mixture is in the range of 7.0– to
7.5. The temperature in the range 20–-30 �C provides the formation of
native well-banded collagen fibrils. Fibrillization at higher temperatures
led to the appearance of non-banded and poorly aligned fibrils. They also
noted that phosphate is required to obtain well-ordered fibrils. But
phosphate only does not allow to control pH adequately, thus the use of
another buffer is necessary.

From turbidimetric analyses, Williams et al. noted that the fibrilliza-
tion process is strongly temperature-dependent and its rate is propor-
tional to collagen concentration. All the experiments they carried out in a
quite diluted solution of rat tail collagen with concentrations in the range
from 0.023 to 0.94 mg/ml. From their results, fibril formation from a
solution with a concentration higher 0.5 mg/ml led to the formation of
native banded fibrils were accompanied by increasing amounts of mixed
filamentous aggregates. In many cases to solve problems of regenerative
medicine collagen scaffolds have to be produced from collagen solutions
with significantly higher concentrations. Based on the abovementioned
optimal conditions, but with the concentration of collagen in final solu-
tion 2–-2.5 mg/ml and the use of HEPES buffer instead TES, Torbet et al.
developed scaffolds with magnetically aligned collagen lamellae, which
was successfully applied for corneal stroma reconstitution [88,89].

In the study of Williams et al. [16], collagen fibril formation was
initiated by mixing cold collagen solution with the cold solvent with the
following heating of the blend. Their further experiments [28] were set at
the same conditions. From a careful analysis of the turbidity change and
electron microscopic images of newly fibrils they proposed a multistep
collagen fibrillization process. It was suggested that fibril formation
consists of three stages: 1) initiation – a temperature-dependent process
occurring when neutralized collagen converted to intermediates; 2)
linear growth – a temperature-independent process occurring when the
initial intermediate spontaneously growth in longitudinal directions
resulting in the appearance of non-banded filaments with a diameter
2–-4 nm; 3) lateral growth – a temperature-dependent process which is
related with the rapid growth of the turbidity during which lateral fila-
ments associations is occurring. The first two stages are occurring in the
lag phase on the sigmoid turbidity curve, the third stage is in the linear
growth phase.

Another evidence of a multistep theory was obtained from laser light
scattering by Silver et al. [90,91]. The experiments were carried out on
acid-soluble rat tail tendon collagen which was neutralized at 4 �C by
adding to it an equal volume of potassium phosphate (K2HPO4/KH2P04)
buffer, pH 7.6, ionic strength 0.4. Final collagen concentration was below
0.4 mg/ml. Two steps of collagen fibril formation were proposed: step I is
characterized by the appearance of 4D-staggered linear dimers and tri-
mers which are from theoretical estimation 570 nm and 845 nm long
respectively; step II is characterized by the appearance of aggregates
greater than 930 nm in length.

Later, important research was made by Holmes et al. [17] where they
showed that assembly of collagen molecules into fibrils does not follow a
unique pathway. Previous researches [25,92] made in this group proved
different growth behavior which is characterized by the early appearance
of a large number of native banded short fibrils, so-called ‘early fibrils’,
which simultaneously increase in length and diameter during growth.
Since these authors used another method to establish the conditions for
fibril formation, it began obvious that not only temperature, pH, amount
and kind of salts, but the order of the initial adjustment is also important
for growth behavior.
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To establish the impact of the initial adjustment the same collagen
solution was precipitated in different ways [17]. For the experiments
following conditions for fibril formation were used: ionic strength I ¼
¼0.2 Na2HPO4/KH2PO4 (62 mM Na2HPO4, 14.6 mM KH2PO4), pH 7.4, T
¼ ¼34 �C and 0.18 mg/ml collagen concentration in final solution.

Three different transfer routes were used to bring acid collagen so-
lution to the above conditions (Fig. 6). Route 1 – Neutral start – neutrali-
zation-before-warming. Cold acid collagen solution was first mixed with
cold buffer solution and then heated. This route was used byWilliams and
Gelman [16,28] and Silver et al. [90,91] in their researches. Route 2 –

Warm start – warming-before-neutralization. Both acid collagen solution
and the buffer were prewarmed to 34 �C and then mixed (prewarming at
35 �C and higher led to the formation of less well-ordered final fibrils).
This route was used by Chapman and coworkers [25,92]. Route 3 –

Simultaneous neutralization and warming. The cold acid collagen solution
wasmixed with prewarmed up to 37 �C buffer, the final temperature after
mixing was 34 �C.

Depending on the initiation method different turbidity curves were
observed. “"Warm start”" led to more rapid fibril formation than in the



Fig. 7. Simplified scheme representing the system for collagen gel compression.
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case of “neutral start”, but slower than in the case of “simultaneous
neutralization and warming”.

“Neutral start” initiation resulted in a formation of thin non-banded
filaments with diameter 2–-10 nm which occurred in increasing
amount (but with no increase in diameter) during the early part of the
turbidity growth phase. In the second part of the growth phase amount of
these filaments decreased since they grew in width and transformed into
the native banded fibrils. These results were in agreement with Williams
et. al. and Gelman et. al. studies [16,28]. “Warm start” was characterized
by a much earlier appearance of banded fibrils. From the beginning of the
lag phase, native banded early fibrils with the shortest length of about 1
μm (~~15 D-periods) appeared. From previous studies, it was observed
that the diameter of the early fibrils is slightly greater than 10 nm and the
maximum cross-section comprises 40–-50 molecules [92]. Further fibril
formation was occurring by the growth of early fibrils in both lateral and
axial directions. “Simultaneous neutralization and warming” resulted in
similar to “warm start” fibril formation behavior but with a higher rate of
this process. In all these three routes, the final product was native banded
fibrils. However, Holmes et al. supposed that the warm start and simul-
taneous neutralization and warming routes involve more ordered asso-
ciation and a more balanced combination of linear and lateral growth.

6. Fibrillar collagen scaffolds in the “age of tissue engineering”

One of the first experiments where collagen gel was used as a carrier
for cells was made by Ehrmann and Gey [73]. They investigated the
behavior of 29 cell and tissue cultures on collagen gel which was ob-
tained by dialysis of collagen solution with its following equilibration
with culture medium. It was shown that collagen reconstituted as a clear
gel promotes a cellular outgrowth usually free from retraction.

In 1972, Elsdale and Bard [93] represented a simple technique for the
preparation of collagen substrata similar to soft-tissue matrices. They
suggested precipitating the collagen solution with a fluid having the same
composition as the tissue culture medium employed. The idea was to
obtain native collagen fibrils by rising the ionic strength and pH to
physiological levels by the mixture of Eagle's medium and 10% fetal calf
serum. First, they obtained collagen solution in ten times diluted Eagle's
medium with pH ¼ ¼4. Then, collagen solution was placed on ice and an
appropriate amount of serum and 10X Eagle's medium, the pre-
determined amount of 0.142 M NaOH to bring pH¼¼7.6 was added and
mixed. The concentration of collagen in the final solution was 0.1% by
weight. Then the mixture was dispersed into containers and left undis-
turbed for several minutes for setting. It is worth noting, that the setting
of the gel occurred at room temperature. Finally, they obtained a collagen
gel which they called hydrated collagen lattices (HCL). Investigation of
HCL by transmission electron microscopy revealed that the structure of
HCL is composed of native banded collagen fibrils. At the beginning of
the precipitation, very fine fibrils appeared which then aggregated into
bundles of up to 500 nm diameter with 64 nm periodicity.

The authors also suggested a simple technique to obtain an aligned
fibrillar structure: the mix of collagen and medium was spread over the
surface of a dish and left to set on the inclined surface, the excess of the
mixture was drained and collected at the lowest point. Thus, they ob-
tained a collagen lattice with bundles roughly aligned along the axis of
draining.

Eugene Bell with coworkerswas the first who described a formation of a
tissue-like structure as a result of the contraction of collagen lattice by
human fibroblasts [94]. Collagen lattice with incorporated fibroblasts
was prepared as follows: 1.0 ml of concentrated McCoy's 5a medium, 1.0
ml of fetal calf serum and 0.25ml of 0.1MNaOHwere mixed, then 1.5 ml
of acid collagen solution with concentration of collagen 0.57 mg/ml and
1.0 ml of fibroblasts suspended in McCoy's medium were simultaneously
added. The gel has started setting immediately after the collagen solution
was added. Then it was placed in an incubator at 37 �C in a 95% air/5%
CO2 atmosphere and after 10 min gel was completely set. When the gel
with the cells has been just prepared it was almost transparent, but it has
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been getting opaque with time. That was the contraction phenomenon.
Under the action of cells, collagen lattice contracted and the fluid was
squeezed out, hence the reduction of the diameter of the lattice and in-
crease of its density occurred. The tissue-like fabric which was finally
obtained was similar to skin or dermis in color and texture. Authors
predicted the useful application of this invention for wound healing and
burns.

This study marked the beginning of a new stream in biomedical sci-
ences and Eugene Bell is deservedly considered as a pioneer of tissue
engineering. Within several next years, Bell with coworkers suggested a
variety of products for regeneration of different tissues: skin-equivalent
[95–97], a blood vessel model [98,99], bone-equivalent [100]. In the
following, a huge number of research were made to develop different
biomedical products for regenerative medicine which were based on
collagen gel with cells.

It took 27 years to make a significant next step in the engineering of
tissue-like structures by using collagen self-assembly property. In 2005,
Brown et al. [101] suggested ultrarapid engineering of biomimetic ma-
terials by plastic compression of collagen gel. Since collagen gel is hy-
drated collagen lattice, where fluid content is more than 99% and the
main amount of which is held by capillary force, so, the fluid can be easily
removed by application of the compressive load. The amount of the re-
sidual fluid depends on the level of the compression, thus the material
with the desired density can be easily obtained. The authors suggested a
very simple technique for the formation of dense collagen material.
Collagen gel was placed onto themesh and then loaded, so the fluid could
freely flow out (Fig. 7). For example, the mean compression of collagen
gel under 50 gg load during 5 min was about 88%, the thickness of the gel
reduced from 3.6 mm to 23–-48 μm. The obtained material had a
tissue-like structure similar to that which was obtained by Eugen Bell but
without cell participation.

To prepare collagen gel for following compression Brown et al. uti-
lized a protocol with the use of a culture medium. The gel composed of
rat tail tendon collagen in acetic acid with concentration of 2.16 mg/ml,
10x Eagle minimum essential medium (EMEM), Earle'’s balanced salt
solution and NaOH (recipe of gel with incorporated cells contained
Dulbecco'’s modified Eagle'’s medium (DMEM) with fetal calf serum).
Then the gel was cast into a mould and set/stabilized at 37 �C in a CO2
incubator. The authors showed that cells can be introduced into the gel
before compression and the viability of the cells after compression is not
less than 82%.
6.1. The singularity of collagen fibrils deformation while compression

Analysis of the structure of compressed collagen revealed the
appearance of smaller-scale structures within the compressed collagen
sheet (Fig. 8) [101]. The sheet consists of many layers of compacted
lamellae of collagen fibrils arranged parallel to the fluid-leaving surface



Fig. 8. Detailed SEM appearance of the edge of a single compressed collagen
sheet showing the multiple layers of lamellae of collagen fibril networks
(arrowed), typically 1–-5 μm. Reprinted from Ref. [101] with a permission
of publisher.

Fig. 9. A) High-resolution AFM image of reconstituted collagen fibril showing
the appearance of a kink in the bend. Reprinted from Ref. [106] with a
permission of publisher. B) AFM image of an epoxy mold of compressed collagen
fibrils. This replica illustrates the tubelike mechanical behavior of collagen fi-
brils. Reprinted from Ref. [105] with a permission of publisher.
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with the highest density near this surface. In the following studies [102],
it was shown that the fluid-leaving surface behaves as an ultrafiltration
membrane, allowing fluid out but retaining collagen fibrils. It was hy-
pothesized that the accumulation of collagen at the fluid-leaving surface
produces anisotropic structuring resulting in an increase of hydraulic
resistance of the surface. So, the compression can be divided into two
phases: the primary load-dependent phase which is the determinant of
flux at the beginning of compression, and the second phase where
increasing hydraulic resistance of the surface become the key determi-
nant of flux as the process proceeds.

In other experiments [103], structural anisotropy along the
cross-section of collagen gel during compression was also shown by
real-time birefringence mapping. It was revealed that the layers next to
the fluid leaving surface had gotten more and more dense during
compression. The authors denoted the region near the “"fluid leaving
surface”" as a collapsed region because the structural changes in this
region were irreversible. The deformation in the bulk of the gel was
reversible. Based on their experiments supportingsupporting also with
the previous observation from SEM [104], they proposed the following
structural mechanism during compression of the gel:

1) the fibrils in the collagen gel are well interconnected and during
compression, they do not slip at these interconnections.

2) the accommodation of macroscopic strain occurs due to the bending
of fibrils at the interconnections. Between interconnections, fibrils do
not bend.

3) the bending of fibrils at the interconnections is reversible until
collapse.

Another interesting detail in the deformation of collagen fibrils is that
fibrils bend with the appearance of a kink (Fig. 9) that makes their me-
chanical behaviour similar to behaviour of a tube [105,106]. Gutsmann
et al. suggested that collagen fibrils have a structure with different me-
chanical properties of the shell and the core, due to the density of the
crosslinking: collagen molecules are more highly crosslinked near the
fibril surface and more disordered or soft in the central region [105].

The ability of collagen gel to be compressed without damage of
fibrillar structure, the existence of “fluid leaving surface” behaving as an
ultrafiltration membrane enable to design biomedical materials for
wound healing which both have superior mechanical properties and keep
wet conditions in the wound bed. Another advantage of compressed
collagen is the simplicity of the production and ease of scalability. Based
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on compressed collagen, a variety of tissue-engineering constructs are
already suggested: for regeneration of skin [107–109], bone [110–112],
cornea [113–115], bladder [116,117], blood vessels [118].

7. The key points in the formation of collagen fibrils in vitro

Let's compare the protocols from those experiments where the
appearance of native fibrils was investigated most carefully and the
protocols which are now commonly used for the formation of fibrillar
collagen scaffolds. They are the protocols described by Williams et al.
[16], Holmes et al. [17], Elsdale and Bard [93], Eugen Bell [94] and Brown
et al. [101] (Table 2). They can be divided into two groups: one of them
utilize neutralizing buffers for collagen fibril formation and the others
utilize the culture medium.



Table 2
Comparison of protocols for collagen fibril formation in vitro.

Neutralizing salt solutions Culture medium

Composition/ Reference Williams et al. [16] Holmes et al. [17] Elsdale and Bard [93] Bell et al. [94] Brown et al. [101]

Concentrations of salts in the
final solution

�30 mM Na2HPO4
�30 mM TES/
HEPES*
�135 mM NaCl
�NaOH
�collagen solution in
acetic acid

�62 mM Na2HPO4
�14.6 mM KH2PO4
�NaOH
�collagen solution in
acetic acid

�10x Eagle's medium with
10% fetal calf serum
�NaOH
�collagen solution in 0.1X
Eagle's medium

�1.0 ml concentrated
McCoy's 5a medium
�1.0 ml serum
�0.25 ml 0.1 M NaOH
�1.5 ml collagen solution in
acetic acid
�1.0 ml fibroblasts
suspended in McCoy's

�0.3 ml 10x Eagle minimum
essential medium (EMEM)
�0.3 ml Earle'’s balanced salt
solution
�5 M NaOH
�2.4 ml Collagen solution in
acetic acid

Ionic strength I ¼ ¼0.225 I ¼ ¼0.2 –- –- –-
pH 7.0–-7.4 7.4 7.6 Neutral (exact value not

specified)
Neutral (exact value not
specified)

Temperature 26-30 ��C 34 ��C Room temperature 37 ��C 37 ��C
Gelation rate Relatively slow

gelation
Relatively slow
gelation

Rapid gelation Rapid gelation Rapid gelation
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7.1. Protocols utilizing neutralizing salt solutions

Protocols ofWilliams et al. and Holmes et al. are based on compositions
containing salts and NaOH for initiation of collagen fibril formation. The
ionic strength and pH value are similar in both methods. The main dif-
ference is in the composition of the salts in neutralizing solution. In
“Holmes protocol” the solution includes only phosphate salts whereas in
“Williams protocol” it contains NaCl and TES. In the article of Williams
et al., they regulated the ionic strength by adding NaCl and showed its
importance for the formation of well-ordered fibrils. The same suggestion
was made by some other authors [71]. However, Holmes et al. adjusted
the same value of ionic strength by only phosphate salts and showed the
formation of well-ordered native fibrils.

About the presence of special buffer for stabilization of pH value.
Williams et al. reported that during fibril formation phosphate produced
the best native banded fibrils, but pH control was inadequate. High
concentrations (more than 40 mM in their experiments) of phosphate
inhibited the rate of fibril formation, so they used additional TES buffer,
which gave good pH control and did not have any obvious effect on the
structure of collagen fibrils. From our experience, when we tried to use
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to form collagen gel, we noticed that
after mixing acid collagen solution with PBS and proper amount of NaOH
the required pH value 7.4 was stable just until fibrillization starts. During
the fibrillization process pH uncontrollably was raising up. The addition
of TES or HEPES buffer to the neutralizing solution prevented this un-
desirable effect, and the pH value near 7.4 was stable until collagen gel
was completely formed. In some experiments [88,89], where the solution
from “Williams protocol” was used for the formation of tissue engineering
constructs HEPES buffer was utilized instead of TES. Both TES and HEPES
buffers in concentrations up to 25 mM do not have toxic action on cells
[119]. HEPES is commonly used in cell culture medium now. So, for the
formation of fibrillar collagen scaffolds for tissue engineering both TES
and HEPES buffers can be safely utilized at mentioned concentrations.
Moreover, if it is necessary, any buffer can be removed from fibrillar
collagen material by simple washing or immersion of the material in
water.

Another important point that requires special attention is the tem-
perature of the fibrillization. In both protocols, it is emphasized that
fibrillization temperature should not be over 35 �C, because higher
temperature leads to the formation of poorly banded and not well-
ordered fibrils (Fig. 10). At the same time, very low temperature re-
sults in the formation of a high amount of filamentous aggregates [16].
Williams et al. recommended temperature diapason from 20 �C to 30 �C,
Holmes et al. noted that the temperature should not be more than 35 �C.
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7.2. Protocols utilizing culture medium

All protocols utilizing the culture medium for collagen fibril forma-
tion are based on the idea that physiological conditions that occurred in
the presence of culture medium initiate self-assembly process. So,
collagen should be mixed with the culture medium in appropriate ratio to
bring physiological ionic strength in the final solution. If concentrated
10x culture medium is utilized, the volume ratio of collagen to culture
medium should be 9:1 (collagen:medium). There can be some small
displacement of this proportion, but the idea should be the same. The
value of pH should be adjusted around 7.0–-7.4 by adding NaOH. In some
protocols for better stabilization of pH value special buffers, like HEPES,
can be additionally added.

What about the temperature in these protocols? When Elsdale and
Bard first introduced their protocols, they obtained collagen gels with
well-ordered fibrils at room temperature. Eugen Bell for the formation of
the tissue-like structure obtained collagen gel with incorporated cells in
the conditions more preferred for cells than for the formation of well-
ordered fibrils. In the protocol of Bell fibrillization occurred at 37 �C.
The same thermal conditions were used by Brown for the preparation of
collagen gels for the following compression and it is used now by other
researchers to obtain compressed collagen. We noticed above that the
temperature over 35 �C results in a formation of not well-ordered fibrillar
structure. To eliminate this problem for acellular compressed collagen
materials, fibrillization temperature can be easily reduced. For cellular
materials, additional investigations should be made.

There is one more point which we have to pay attention to. The ki-
netics of the fibrillization process in the presence of a culture medium is
different from the kinetics when neutralizing solution is utilized. After
mixing collagen with culture medium gelation occurs rapidly, that is why
it is recommended to perform all operations on ice. Depending on tasks
rapid gelation can be both an advantage and disadvantage. If the fast
gelling is causing an excessively negative effect, the protocol based on a
neutralizing solution is preferred.

8. Conclusions

The development of biomimetic materials for tissue engineering and
regenerative medicine gives opportunities to force physiological regen-
eration. From this point of view, compressed collagen and other materials
where collagen is represented in a form of native fibrils look very
attractive.

Compressed collagen gels can be obtained both using culture medium
or neutralizing solution allowing native-like collagen fibrils and tissue-
like structures. The use of neutralizing solution is more cost-effective,



Fig. 10. TEM images of reconstituted collagen fibrils obtained in the experiments of Willians et. al. [16]: A) reconstituted native type collagen fibrils obtained at
optimal conditions; B) poorly banded and loosely packed fibrils obtained at high temperature (37 ��C).
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do not require a coolant and present delayed gelation. Delayed gelation
can be an advantage for injectable forms of gels. Methods utilizing cul-
ture medium are more suitable for the materials with introduced cells,
where the presence of cells nutrition elements is more important than the
orderliness of the structure. To improve structural characteristic of such
gels, a reduction of the fibrillization temperature in many cases may be
acceptable.

Each task from medicine requires a special approach. In the case of
collagen materials, the choice of fibril formation protocol may depend on
the purpose, way of application, storage conditions, ease of handling,
cost, etc. A better understanding of all the reasons to apply certain
chemical compositions and physical parameters in the production of
biomimetic materials can give more freedom to find the best solution for
a unique task.
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